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has never taken oath. Lenin is a unique phenomenon; he has
never had a peer; he most certainly had none in Germany. But
there is such a thing as the Socialist revolution. To that both
parties had taken oath;, and to that the Majority men were certainly
traitors. The whole history of party politics in Germany is
incomprehensible unless it is recognized that that treachery is
a fact. Ebert never intended more than a parliamentary democracy
on western lines, in which the Socialists might have a majority
if they could. The Independents did want a Socialist republic,
and were prepared to depart from severely democratic practice
to get it. They accepted the idea of a constituent assembly, but
they conceived it as the completion of a period of Socialist role
during which the government ought to base itself on the workers'
and soldiers' councils. While it was Ebert's intention to resist
any attempt to impose a form of government more to the Left
than a democratic parliamentarism, the Independents hoped
that, if the pledge to hold a constituent assembly had to be
redeemed, their work would have been so successful that it would
be a Socialist assembly.
Thus neither side was sincere save in that it had each
definitely set its face against a Leninist revolution. On the
insistence of the Independents an effort was made to attain
complete unity, but in vain. The Spartacists refused to compro-
mise, and kept the Red flag of Bolshevik revolution flying. The
whole decision took place amid scenes of confusion, if not actually
of anarchy, and in a sad hurry, and its motives were nearly as
confused. They were the result far more of instinct and prejudices
than of sober political reflection, forced on their makers by the
past and the present rather than by the present and the future.
In the long run, what finally decided the issue was something
elementary and unanalysable^ something that went very deep
into the roots of emotional being. The Majority leaders had long
since burned their doctrinal boats and become merely German
labour leaders with political ambitions; the Independents had
a greater intellectual and moral ordeal to undergo before they
could bring themselves to the point of forsaking the dream for
the business. But in the long run these men to whom the name

